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Subject: Grade 5 English 

    Term 1 

    Week: 8 Lesson Number: 17 

    Date:  

    Topic: Narrative Genre 

    Text: The Fall 

     Practice: Reading Skill: Strategy 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     Introduction 

     This lesson has 1 Resource titled “The Fall”. 

     Instructions 

     In your Exercise book, copy the Header. Make sure your Handwriting is neat and      

     legible. (I will be checking your Exercise book when you return to School) 

    Practice Exercise 1 

1. Read the story “The Fall” again. In Lesson 16, you were required to copy the first 

sentence of the remaining paragraphs into your Exercise Book.  

2. Why do you think you were required to copy the first sentence for each paragraph 

into your book?  Begin your sentence like this: I think I was required to copy the 

first sentence for each paragraph into my book because ......................................... 

.................................................................................................................................. 

  

3. Copy the last sentence for the following paragraphs in your Exercise Book. 

 

Paragraph 1......................................(Write neatly and do not miss a word) 

Paragraph 2......................................(Write neatly and do not miss a word) 

Paragraph 3......................................(Write neatly and do not miss a word) 

   3.  Now read the last sentence (paragraph 1,2 & 3) that you have written in your book  

        and describe how these sentences conclude the paragraph. Begin your  

        sentence like this: In paragraph 1, the concluding sentence ends the paragraph 

        by ................................................................................................................... 
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        In paragraph 2, the concluding sentence tells the reader ................................... 

        .............................................................................................................................. 

        In paragraph 3, the concluding sentence tell the reader ...................................... 

        ............................................................................................................................... 

 

     When reading a Text; reading the last (concluding) sentence in all the 

paragraphs will lead you to the next Topic sentence of the other paragraphs that 

would follow before reading the Text in detail. The concluding sentence may offer 

some kind of transition to the next paragraph. 

 

 


